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Introduction 

For the calculation of accurate electron-molecule collision processes, 

the molecular orbital basis must be flexible enough to describe the neutral 

molecule in its qround state, the neutral molecule perturbed by the elec

tric field of the scattered electron and any relev~nt neqatiV$ ion states 

in the energy region of interest~ This necessarily leads to the use of 

large basis sets. causing computational problema in the scattering calcula

tion~ An approach adopted for atoms, involves generatin9 the pseudo-states 

of the atoma and using these in a limited configuration interaction wave-

function. In the terms of perturbation theory the pseudo-states are the 

first order corrections to the unperturbed wavefunction. In this technical 

memorandum an alternative approach is given for molecules and a program 

baaed on this method is described. 

Theory 

kt UJ') write the unperturbed target Wlvefunction \pO as a Slater de

terminant of molecular orbitals This restriction on th~ fo~ of the 

WBvcfunction is not essential to the theory but aids its clarity_ 1f 

a uniform field it where ~ is a tensor~ is applied to the molecule then 

the resulting wavelunction iSl 

'CF) = ,0 • A,[l)(F) • A2,(2)(F) ---- 

This may be simplified by considering only a single component of the field 

tensor and equating this with the perturbation parameter, l. 

f ~ fO + ~,(1) + l2,(2) ----_ 

The other perturbed quantities of interest are the hamiltonian (H) 

and the energy tE). 

H '" HO - l~ 
E'" gC + lE(l) + l2g(2) + ____ _ 

wheres 

HO,O ... E°'¥C 

u~ "" E' 
and 

h 
~ is a component of the dipole moment operator. 

Perturbation theory 9ives1 

h
E(ll = _ <,0 Ipl ,0, 

E(2) = L: 
h A 

,,' 1.1 ,0, <,a 1.1 ,',
K K 

K 
(E' - E.) 

K 

and 

,(1) ~ L: 
,yO tOI ,0,

K 
CEO _ ..,) . 'l 

K K 

where fO are excited states of the unperturbed molecule. 
K 

The following correspondences can be mader 

- E(I) ~ ~, a component of the dipole moment 
2£(2) a, a component of the polarisnbility 

For molecules without a dipole moment the polarisablllty is the moot im

portant quantity governing the reaction of the molecule to an applied 

field, and has shown to be important in the description of low energy elec

tron scattering b¥ atoma(l) and molecules(2). The generation of a 

pseUdo-otate~ ,0, may be seen in the following equat:!on 
p 

<TO I.AI ,0, 
,0) • ,. 

(EO _ EO, • 

P 

where the sum over states expression for the first order perturbed wlIve

function is replaced by a single term. 

V(~) may be represented by 8 single determinant of perturbed molecular 

orbitals, {~i}. This is used by the finite-field method for the calcula

tion of polarissbilities~ However, in the scattering calculation it is 

convenient to use a single set of ~lecular orbitals, in most cases one 

ohoo••• f.'l. 
i 
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The perturbed molecular orbitals can be written, 

+0 + A ~(I) + ••••••~1 1 1 

where +(1) oL: Cki "'i 
Hl 

substituting this into f gives a configuration interaction expansion in 

terms of the unperturbed molecular orbitals. Thus within a normalisation 

factor, 

" '" ,,0 + L {cr! Cai f~] + double replacements 

10 

+ triple replacements 

,.~ means the occupied orbital ",0 in the determinant is ,,0 replaced by 
1 

virtual +0. 
a 

Atomic pseudo-state calculations{3) have truncated this expansion at 

the single replacement level and have determined the coefficients using a 

variation-perturbation method, which is equivalent to a finite-field calcu

lation using the same configurstions. Such calculations are not as relia

ble as finite-field calculations using perturbed Hartree-Fock wavefunctions 

due to the neglect of higher order replacements. So it is proposed that ra

ther than calculate the single replacement configuration interaction wave

function by a finite-field method, a suitable wavefunction can be calcula

ted by projecting the perturbed Hartree-Fock wavefunction onto the unper

turbed Hartree-Fock wavefunction and its single replacement configurations. 

I,a> (,al"l'> I"a>L: = L S 
1 1 ai 1 

la la 

Apart from a normalisation factor, C Sai' where,
ai 

sai "" ('~I ,> 
An alternative derivation may be found by considering the maximisation ofl 

I "" (fl COOfO + "" C ,a >
i..J ia i 
la 

3 

subject to the constraint that 

N (COO"O + LCai"i Ic 'fO +""C '>'"1 
00 i..J a l i 

10 la 

Taking the derivative of F ~ I + AN (where A is a lagrangian multiplier) 

with respect to C gives,
ai 


Sai + 2 
 A Cai " 
Sal 

Cal 2. 

where 

A os - ~ 
[
t: S!i

]
"2 

The virtual orbitals are able to mix amongst themselves without affect

ing the target wavefunction. This freedom can be used to improve.the con

vergence of the single replacement expansion and so reduce the number of 

configurations required to represent the polarised molecule. Consider the 

orbital mixings induced by an applied field for diatomic molecules. Tables 

1 and 2 give a summary of these interactions for homonuclear and hetero

nuclear diatomic molecules respectively. 

Taking the model wavefunction in which a given occupied orbital is 

polarised by a single orbital of each symmetry and no polarising virtual 

orbital may be used to polarise more than one occupied orbital, then a new 

polarising, virtual orbital (a pseudo-orbital) can be written, 

"," Cbi 1/IL: o 
a b 

b 

where the sum over b is a sum over all virtual orbitals belonging to the 

same symmetry as ~O, and where orbital 1/101 is the occupied orbital which 1/10
a a 

polarises. (Note that although a given occupied orbital may have many 

polarising orbitals a polarising orbital may polarise only one occupied 

orbitaU. The set of virtual orb.itals generated in this way are no longer 

orthogonal. Orthogonality may be re-introduced by Schmidt orthogonal ising 

thp- rest of the virtual orbitals to the polarising orbitals followed by 
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symmetric orthoqonalisation of all the virtual orbitals. This orthogonal

ieation mixes the virtual orbitals amongst themselves and it has been found 

necessary to repeat the process of projection, contraction and orthogonal

loation 5 to 1 times before the second orde~ property lthe polarisability) 

becomes stable from iteration to iteration. 

The model wavefunction described above is only suitable for defining 

the polarising; vi~tual orbitals. In practice such a wavefunc~ion is not 

suitable for representing a polarised molecule. However~ experience indi

cates that all single replacements from the occupied orbi~als to the polar

ised pseudo orbitals provide a reasonable desc~ip~ion of the polarised 

molecule. Finally it should be noted that the polarisability predicted by 

the wavefUnction consisting of all single replacements is invariant to a 

unitary transformation in the virtual space. 

Program Description 

The program is compatible with the ATMOL3 package and takes the 

perturbed and unperturbed molecular orbitals from ATM0L3 dump files. 

SimilarlYI tho final molecular orbitals may be stored on ATMOL3 files ready 

for use in further calculations. After reading into core the pertu~bed and 

unperturbed molecular orbital coefficients, the unperturbed molecular 

orbitals are divided into symmetry classes, which are then printed out. 

Then the overlap matrix, 

0ij ~ <*il~~) ie caleulated~ followed by, 

s "" <,I,a) 
ai i 

o 0 o o o 0 0 o 
11 12 IN 11 a .. l la 11+1 IN 

o 0 o o -------- 0 o 
21 22 2N 21 2a 2. 

o 0 o o -----~-- 0 o 
Nl N2 liN Nl Na NN 

The determinants being evaluated using the NAG library routine F03AAF. 

From the configuration interaction coefficients C the polarisa
ai

, 

bili~y ie calou1ated for three ~ypes of wavefuno~ionl 

SCheme A All single replacements 

Scheme D Single replacements of occupied orbitals to all polarising 

orbitals 

scheme c Single replacemen~s of ocoupied orbitals to their corres

ponding polarising orbitals only 

Finally the virtual orbitals are rotated as described in the previous 

section, and the processes are iterated. Generally speaking there is no 

convergence as such. However after 5-1 ite~ation$ it is normally found that 

ths polarisabilities for scheme Band C wavefunctions are quite stable and 

iteration can stop. The molecular orbitals produced in this way are not 

unique and different star~ing orbitals will produce different final 

orbi~als. 

Data Description 

Data format follows the conventions used by the ATMOL3 system, that 

is free format input of alphanumeric characters, integer or real numher~. 

card 1 NDASIS NOCC NMAX FIELD NFIRST NITER IPRINT 

NBASIS - number of basis functions 

NOCC - number of doubly occupied orbi~ala 

NHAX - highest orbitals to be used in the calculati¢n 

NMAX '" NBASIS 

FIE.tJ) - field strength applied when generating the perturhfld 

orbitals_ If a field has been applied in 2 or 3 

directiOnS simultaneously it is assumed that the field 

strength is the same in all directions 

NFIRST ~ The NFIRST to NOCC orbitals are to be used to generate 

8ingle replaoemen~s 

If NFIRST is not given NFIRSTm1 


NITER The number of iterations required 


If NITER ie not given NlTER=6 
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I PRINT =0 Then only the configuration interaction coefficients 

are printed out for every other iteration 

=1 Overlap matrix and vectors are printed out in 

addition to above. 

Note that if IPRINT=1 is required then NITER and NFIRST 

cannot be omitted as IPRINT~ is default. 

Next follow NOCC-NFIRST+1 cards of the type, 

JPOL KPOL{ 1) KPOL{2) 

JPOL - the occupied orbital being polarised 

KPOL{I) - the KPOL{I)th virtual orbital polarises occupied 

orbital JPOL. Note that the first virtual orbital is 

KPOL(I)=1. 

JPOL alone may be specified on this card, in which case no contri 

butions will come from this orbital to scheme A configuration in

teraction wavefunctions but contributions will occur from schemes 

Band C. If theee cards are left blank the program attempts one 

iteration and the configuration interaction W8vefunction may be 

used to help aSSign the polarising orbitals. 

Next follow three cards with the format, 

EDX IBLKX ISECX 

These cards specify the disposition of, respectively: the unperturbed 

molecular orbitals, the perturbed molecular orbitals and the contracted 

molecular orbitals on ATHOL3 data sets. 

EDX - is the ATHOL3 data set name 

IBLK,X - is the starting block of the required dump file 

ISECX - is the section containing the required molecular 

orbitals. 

Files (on userid QCX) 

The following refers to files relevant to the program available on the 

IBM 370/165 at Daresbury. 

PROJECT. FORT FORTRAN aource 

LCW> (PROJECT) Load module 

CNTL (PROJECT) Compilation, linkage and storage 

of the program 

EXAMPLE: 

II EXEC FGG,LIBRARY"'QCK.LOAD', MEMBER=PROJECT 

//G.ED1 DO DSN=t;;!CK.JKADUMP, DISP=SIIR 

//G.ED2 DO DSN=QCK.JKBDUHP,DISP=SHR 

/ /G. STSIN DD • 

38 7 38 0.004 5 

5 .56 


6 10 11 2 3 


7 10 11 2 3 


ED1 

ED2 101 


ED1 2 


1° 

II 

'l1lis is an example taken from a 38 basis function, Slater orbital calcula


tion for N2 


The symmetry of the orbitals is as follows, 


Occupied Virtual 

5 a a 
9 9 •u~I

•u ~I •9~I 
611au 9• '°1 

The degeneracy of the occupied ~u orbital leads to the duplication of the 

polarisers used for both components of the ~u orbital. The degeneracy of 

the contracted ~u orbital can be maintained by applying the same strength 

fields in the x and y directions simultaneously. 
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TABLE 2 


Orbital Mixings Induced by an Applied Field 


Heteronuelear DiatoMic Molecule 


The Applied Field Induces Mixing with Orbitals of the Following s~etry 

Orbital Perpendicular Field Puallel Field 

a a• 
• 6. a 	 • 
6 ~, . 	 6 

• 	 10 
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